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SUMMARY 
During: the seventh quarter effort centered on conversion 
of the NASTRAN statics program to IBN S/360 and UNTVAC 
1108; work on the Statics Training Manual and the demon- 
stration problems for the statics delivery; and continued 
implementation and testing of "ststics remnantsu and 
dynamics rigid formats and functional modules by the dis- 
' placement method. 
Section 11 discusses differential stiffness and buckJing by 
the force method. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of contract NAS5-10049 is to develop the General Purpose Structural 
Analysis Program (NASTRAN). This program has the capability of solving static 
and dynamic structural problems by both the force and displacement methods via 
a problem-oriented format. It also has the capability of solving general matrix 
problems via a Direct Matrix Abstraction Package. The program will be delivered 
and installed a t  each of the participating eight NASA centers. 
Computer Sciences Corporation is prime contractor and i ts  two principal subcon- 
tractors include the MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation and the Martin-Marietta 
Corporation, Martin Company, Baltimore Division. 
MacNeal-Schwendler is generally responsible for providing mathematical formula- 
tion of static analysis by the displacement method, real eigenvalue analysis and 
dynamic analysis. Additionally, MacNeai-Schwendler is providing consultation 
I to the Martin Company in the development of static analysis by the force method; 
technical direction in the development of subroutines for decomposition of matrices ; 




Martin Company is providing mathematical formulation and implementation of 
static analysis by the force method. Additionally, Martin is responsible for 
development of a structures plotting routine, and a routine to solve for the eigen- 
values and eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix by the tridiagonalization method. 
The NASTRAN computer program itself is logically divided into four areas:  
(1) Executive System ; 
(2) Structural Modules ; 
(3) Matrix Operations Routines ; and 
(4) Utility Routines. 
The Executive System is 'esponsible for: 
(1) Control of the sequence of module executions according to 
options specified by the user ;  
(2) Communication of parameters to each module; 
(3) Allocation of data sets (files) required during rnodule 
execution; and 
(4) Full recovery capability for restarting a program execution 
after  either a scheduled o r  unscheduled interruption. 
Structural Modules perform the actual problem solution. The Matrix Operation 
Routines provide a complete set  of operations to be performed on matrices 
(e . g. , addition, multiplication, decomposition, transposition, eigenvalue 
extraction, etc. ) . The Utility Routines provide a wide variety of common 
functions such as input and output of data sets, packing and unpacking of 
matrices, etc. 
Work on the Statics Training Manual resulted in tb.e following documents : 
MS-38 NASTRAN Mnemonic Dictionary (revised) 
MS-3 9 Statics Training Manual Outline 
FMMD-3 Functional Module Mathematical Descriptiorl for the 
Stswctural Matrix Assembly Modules 
FMMD-4 Functional Module Mathematical Description for 
Stress and Data Recovery Modules (SDR1 and SDRB) 
for Statics and Normal Modes Analysis 
FMMD-5 Structural Element Mathematical Description for the 
Displacernellt Method 
FMMD-6 Structural Element Mathematical Descriptions for the 
Matrix Reduction Modules (MCE, SCE, SMP, RBMG, 
GPSP) 
FMMD-7 Functional Modslle Mathematical Ilescription for the 
Static Solution Generator Modules (SSG1, SSG2, SSG3, 
SSG4) 
FMMS-59 Algorithm for BAR Element Stresses. 
Work on the dynamics part of NASTRAN resulted in the completion of the follow - 
ing rigid formats for the Displacement Method: 
P.ADF-21 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Direct Form\ lation 
Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 
FADF-22 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Direct Formulation 
Frequency and Random Response 
PADF-23 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Direct Fcrmulation 
Transient Response 
PADF-24 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Modal Formulation 
Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 
PADF-25 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Modal Formulation 
Frequency and Random Response 
PADF-26 Rigid Format 
Displacement Method - Modal Formulation 
Transient Response 
The following technical memorandum was produced: 
MS-14 Random Analysis Module 
Work on the force  neth hod produced the following technical memoranda: 
MBMD-2 Mathematical Descripti~n of Quadrilateral Super Element 
MBMD-3 Mathematical Description of Stand Alone Shear and Twist 
Elements. 
MBMD-4 Mathematical Description of Reaction Elements 
MBMD-5 Mathematical Description of Structure Cutter 
MBMD-6 Mathematical Description of Equation of Equilibrium 
Selector 
Statics Training Manual - Outline of Structural Theory 
Structural Modeling Techniques for Force Method 
RZdIDCF-11 Revised Inprlt Card Descriptions for Force Method 
(for Training course). 
11. DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS AND BUCKLING BY THE FORCE METHOD 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The following discussion considers two phenomena: 
1. Change in Direction of Loaded Force Elements 
- . Actual Force 




.-____ t. .. Difference 
L- oisplacerncnt 
9 . Character of External Forces 
When a structure deflects, gravity forces generally move with it, and, i f  the 
structure and its baeic coordinate system are  attached to the Earth (or other 
gravitating body), gravity forces remain fixed in direction, Some forces,, such 
a s  rocket thrust and pressure loads, rotate with the deflected structure, and 
prsssure loads also vary with expanding and contracting surfiice areas. The 
range of loading cases that can be routinely treated is limited. 
In developing this section, two main areas are considered: the incorporation 
of differential stiffness in the analysis of structures (B.), and the compilation 
of differential stiffness for: . --s for force elements (C. ). In addition, a 
Section D. considers treatment of non-gravity loads. 
B. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES 
1. Introduction 
-- 
The differential stiffness of an element !h the product of geometrical parameters 
(Section C.) and the internal load in the element. If the load in the element 
depended on its differential stiffnescl (to an apprecii~ble extent) a non-linear 
problem would result. Formal solution of this problem is not provided in the 
force method. There are, however, structures in which differential stiffness 
is prodnced mainly by certain internal loads while its effect is felt n?zizlv by 
another set. The most familiar example is the 77beam-column"o A !i?.fti:~g ' 
2-1 
case is a structure which may llbuckl@'. In this case the llsecondaryll internal 
loads are initially absent, and can appear spontaneously, and sometimes 
catastrophic~.lly, when the primary loads reach a critical value. 
The assembly of a differential stiffness matrix is as follows. 
A set of internal loads, on which the differential stiffness of the elements is 
to be based, must be available, from a preliminary solution or  estimate. 
Then 
where forces b ~ )  and conjugate displacements b )  are at grid points, in  
the b asic coordinate directions, and Kbb are  calculated hj the formulas of 
Section C. The forces L A F )  a re  those acting - on the element. 
Equation 1. can be transferred to a degree of freedom system which must be 
orthogonal at anj- grid point and must, of course, be sufficieiltlj comprehensive. 
I(bc permits introductiou of other sources of 
stiffness by direct input (see Section D. ). Kb will be symmetrical unless Kbc 
is unsymmetrical, 
To permit reference to cases where 2 structure is analyzed for more than one 
primary loading, Kb may be designated 
'66 
2. Ordinmy Case - Supported Structure 
It is advantageous, par tlcularly for dynamic analysis* , to resolve loads into a 
set associated with degrees of freedom @ 1, assumed not to contribute to 
g 
*(Note that diffsrential stiffness a s  a function of time cannot be considered). 
differential stiffness, and all others, such as generalized and thermal loads 
LP 1 .  Let h land if 1 be the uncorrected deflections and internal loads 
c n  n n 
f~*om a loading P . The differential stiffness matrix %n is based on the  cn 
internal loads (f  1. Then 
n 
whe re  A = (1 + A 
g.n Kb . g 11 fz 
whence 
where A --- 
gn A I *  - AB'-- gn 
While, in principle, %n in Equation 3 to 6 need not be symmetrical, the 
users manual does apply restrictions. 
3 .  - Structure with Rigid Body Degrees of Freedom 
A simple procedlire, when applicable, is to perform a differential stiffness 
analysis, a s  in Section 2, on a structure already freed by inertia relief. This 
is an exact procedure when all external loads are already in equilihium prior 
to inesda relief. (In fact, the fictitious reactions vanish anyway in this case. ) 
Generally, however, it  will not give correct results for other loads. 
0ilc.kling I<o:~li 1' , aucl A II~:I\. t)t\ t t l t b  tblit st ica ttc\flt\c-t ion n ~ : ~ t r i s  21  , hut i t i n \  a l s o  
c'r c> h 
:~ l l t l  k ~ r  tht. tutrit. shalxls giirt>o t)> tlltx ~ \ ~ P L \ I I \ . < > ( . L O ~ . R  UI j .  I S  K i s  not 
11 11 
s> .mmct  ric8;iI ; ~ p p r o p r i i i t t  routines ii rtb rtlclu i rcd  : I I I ~  !ht.r.t\ I\I;I> 1)t. sonic 
i ~ t ~ a g i t ~ i l t + j .  or  cb.)lt~plt\s answtvs ,  : ~ n d  fux. tht \ r t \~cjr t ,  s i n e s  a n  \~ r~s> .n lnzc t r i ca l  K,
n 
i t~ lp l i t \ s  not~c~ollst~t-vn ti t. loiitiing, d\.nrinl ic instabi l i ty  I ~ I L I \  inval ir1:ttc rta:tl 
rC,kots ;) L: \ ~ ~ f ~ l l .  
T h i s  st1cbtiotl prt8s:\nts formu\ns fcrl. K (Xqiiation 1. ) for v a r i o u s  S O Y ~ \ ~ ~  
tl t3 
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o f  dit 'ALbrtbt~tial  st i f f ~ ~ c s s ,  biic8 kling for ins  tt\tlc.t\, arc a s s o c i a t e d  with t c n s i o t ~ ,  
c a c ~ t i ~ p r C s s i o t ~  and shear. He)  ond th i s ,  a t>out t hc only s ig t~ i f i cnn t  phcnonlenon 
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I, 
. 
moment. In succeeding subsections some minor terms a r e  developed hut 
not retained for programming. 
Expedients for deriving formulas are presented a s  the need arises. 
2. Simple Tension Element 
-- 




and a b , c are projections of the unit vector 7 on the x-, y-, and z-axes. 
r' r r 
a. Derivation , 
A very straightforward procedure directly applicable to tension elements (and 
more or less directly applicable to membrane elements) is to differentiate 
the equilibrium equations. 
(Forces acting on ends s f  bar) 
-
W e  a7ist.l to construct a 6x6 differential stiffness matrix 
Equation 9. 
X The displacements are increments to coordinates. For instance u = Axi. i 
Suppose we wish to construct the first term (col. 1,  row I) of Kbb 
and 
Whence 
For cc 1 1 ,  row 2 
By simple permutations, all the other terms follow and the results can be 
condensed by calliilg the direction cosines of Z a, b, and c*. 
-..,:I-.. 
etc. 
With but little further manipulation Equation 10 results. 
3.  Quadrilateral Tension Element 
Triangular Tension Element - 
The tension. load in a plate element can be expressed as 
where N is a force per unit width and b is the width. It carknot be said 
universally whether a variation of b causes N o r  F o r  both to vary. Consider 
a sector of a uniformly end loaded cylinder. 
Under a simple load T, F is constant, N varies inversely vvith r. Under a 
2 2 
uniform pressure, T = n r  q, F varies with r and N varies with r. 
For the differential stiffness of the element, F will be conaidered constant, 
leaving variation of F to be treated, i f  a t  all, as an externad load differential 
stiffness (Section D). This will make the formulation identical to that for 
tension bar elements, N b replacing T. .. 
11 
4. Shear Element 
The phenomena that take place whr?n the four corners of a quadrilateral are 
displ.aced a r e  far too complicated to be described very well by a shear 
element and four tension elements. The procedure which will be followed 
will be to differentiate the equilibrium equations, holding the shear flow 
(q for stand-alone, N ' ~  for super element) constant . 
While this may not appear consistent with the membrane tension element, 
where N b was held constant, it does provide a simpie n ~ e  thod that correctly 
accounts f o r  all  major effects. 
Derivations and formulas a r e  given for "pure shearn elements (used in the - 
program) and "tangentially loadedf1 elements (used in later development, 







i n  a super cleme 
Direction cosines al, bl ,  =I 
Direction cosines a2, b2, c2 
a. Pure Shear Element' 
Typical derivatives are 
Then 
dL1 dx = -a1 ; dL2 X -= 0 (dx = ug) 
8 
dx 8: g 
where 
With a little further manipulation the 'differential stiffness formulas for the 
pure shear element can be reduced to the following farm. 
where 
Pis  the following 6 x 6 matrix 
r 
and 
3 .  tang en ti all^.-Loaded Shear Element 
This model turns out to be especially simple to treat, vectoriallg. 
The differential relationships a r e  
(Equation 22 is used later in developing beam formulas) 
5. Beams (Unpaired) 
The fundamental elements of structural models a r e  tension and shear elements. 
A beam is a special bonus provided to expedite the representation of long 
narrow components whose behavior can be idealized without excessive loss of 
2-12 
accuracy. Accounting for various degrees of co~nplexity (such a s  short 
fatness) is a never-ending game. 
The differential stiffness of a beam i s  likewise a kind of bonus, erlcou~ltered 
in such specialties as torsion buckling of columns and lateral buckling of beams, 
and is rather con~plicated. 
The formulas a r e  developed for prismatic beams with doubly s p l m e t r i c  cross- 
section. 
The development used in this section emp1oj.s a tubular model of a beam, the 
nlodel consisting of two rigid end bulkheads, four edge tension elements, and 
four rectangular tangentiall) loaded shear elements (= 8 diagonals). 
This model reproduces most of the properties used in the displacenlent 
method but differs in some respects. 
(1) The development suggests how to preserve symmetry in the 
differentia: stiffness lnatrix for a torsion rod. 
(2) The restriction to double symmetry is explained. 
(3) Some integrals a r e  missing and some trivial terms a r e  
developed (but discarded). 
The model is a s  follows. 
The beam represented by this  model is as follows: 
TABLE 1 
MODEL ELEMENT LOADS VS. BEAM LOADS 
Note: r-comnponents of loads i n  diagonals are given. 
(Note that Tcnsion/Lcnp,tR = r-com,.rn:ncnt/(L) ,) 
Differential stiffness will be derived for one beam loading at  a time, but in 
the case of bending will be developed separate11 for the chord loads, which, 
in this model, depend on MA + MB, and for the diagonal loads, which 
depend on 
and 
The differential stiffness matrices for the components are  as follows. 
Tension Bars: Since these coincide with t'lle x-axis, their equation can be 
simpler than Equation 10 and 11. 
Shear Elements: Use Equation 22. (Note that in this model the shear panels 
can, in fact, only be loaded tangentially. ) 
a. Dei ivations 
(1) Beam Loaded by Tension T,, 
Only bars 1-4 are loaded. 
(a) Response to Lateral Displacement 
Since 1. 
*4 1 = v A2 = v A3 = v = v etc. , this model gives an equation . .,4 4 A ' 
identical to Equation 24 except that T replaces T. AB 
There i s  no response to displacements u o r  rotations @ o r  Y . 
(b) Response to Rotations a 
Tangential displnccnent a t  corners 
is equal t o  pa (with appropriate 
s igns)  , 
(This is the driving force for torsion buckling of columns with large polar 
moment of inertia and small torsional stiffness fF). 
Equation 24 (as modified) and 25 a re  the only ones containing T AB' 
(b) Beam Loaded by Torsion M AB 
The least bending stiffness of a thin "bladev i s  typically a little more than one 
half its torsional stiffness. Such a beam could buckle under a torsional moment 
since it urould rather curl up (& ') than twist (* b ~ < l . ) .  Since this 
is a rather special phenomenon, and, as it turns out, particularly finicky 
about external loading, no provision is made for it in the program. For the 
record, the formlllas developed via the tubular model a r e  included here. 
Mre observe first  that there is no response to displacements v o r  w o r  
rotations a : Any displacement v of an edge such as A A produces two 1 4  
equal opposing forces a t  each end of face 1-4 (in diagonals 11 and 12) and at  
A A and B B (in diagonals 5 and lo ) ,  etc. There is no response to 1.4 2 3 
elongation (u = u A1 = U A3 = u etc. ) because at  each corner there a r e  A2 A4' 
two oppositely loaded diagonals. 
(a) Response to End Rotations (3 and Y 
Notice that identical rotations a t  both ends translate one pair of faces and 
transform the other pair into parellelograms: 
while equal opposite roations transform one pair into trapezoids (= translation 
of diagonals; no response) while stretching or shortening the other pair. 
Consider a rotation f i  A 
At each of the corners A . . . A , the forces cancel but at B they. are 
1 4 
addi t;ive. 
Similarly we calculate three other cases and get 
Equation 26 i s  found to have the follc.wing properties. (1) It is 
synllnetrical. (2) On the : verage it gives a correct representation of the 
1n0111ent change along a constantly curving beam 
*C* 7- 
(3) The followitlg end conditions are implied: One half rotates with the end 
of the beam. (This i s  because in the model the uniformly distributed forces 
producing M moved with the model but did not change direction.) AB 
(c) Beam Loaded by S~.mmetrical Bending Moments 
Equations are  derived for M 2A + * 2 ~  (typicalj. There are only chord loads 
-T = +T, = 
1 +T3 = -Tp = (l/4ht) @ I B A  + MZB). This s! stem is who111 " 
u~~respotlsive to u displace~nents. Forces from w and w are self cancelling. A B 
There remain displacen~ents v and v-components of rotations cz . 
Similarly 
(d) Beam Loaded b ~ .  Shear 
Take first of Equations 23 a s  typical. The only element losida are 
- - 
-T = T6 - Tg --TI() - l L  v Forces and displacen~ents related to u ,  5 4 ht 2' 
ancl those related to v form separate systems. (w- te rms  arc sel l  cancrlling. ) 
Rotations @ 
f. - 
Displacements v v v  -- - - 4 I.lt 
Rotations a 
Similarly 
Some of these terms may not be very important, but their physical interpre- 
tation i s  interesting. The increment of bending moment produced by 
exteilsion goes with the relation Mom = Shear x Distance; the conjugate 
relation i s  simply 1;;". 
v / 
(e) Beam Loaded by Individual Bending Moments 
Some of the results derived in Sections (d) and (e) can be recombined so a s  
to be stated in terms of the individual moment M 2A' *ZB' M 1 ~ '  and M 1 B* 
bl. Complete - Differential Stiffness Matrix for Simple Beam Element 
The various matrices developed in the preceding section (a. ) can be assembled 
to form a symmetrical 12 x 1 2  matrix (Table 2). Only the principal terms, 
enclosed by a heavy line and forming a 6 x 6 matrix, a re  used in further 
development, however (and in a majority of applications only the 4 x 4 matrix 
relating displacements v v w w to their conjugate forces is likely A' B' A' B 
to be needed. ) 
It is possible to write equations to transfer forces and displscements to a 
pair of grid points not on the centroidal axis but it  appears that they would 
serve no useful purpose, for the following reasons. (1) Differential stiffness 
of beams is significant only in isolated beams. (2) Transfer to eccentric 
grid points entails a full set  of moment equations a t  each grid point, precluding 
the use of line super elements. F?nce, in a generat case, there need be no 
alternative to itidividual beam segments with grid points on their centroidai 
axes. 
The differential stiffness matrix for a beam, based on the 6 x 6 matrix j.n 
Table 2 can be set  up in terms of beam coordinates i and in basic 
coordinates (\ 1. (The five internal loads producing differential stiffness b 
a r e  shown below, ) 

In r, st, t coordinates 
where 
and 
In basic coordinates 
where 
and 
p* bs CS 0 0  0  0 0 0  o o q  
and 
a b c are  direction cosines of F, etc. 
r r r  
c .  Limitations 
At the beginning of Section 5 it was stated some of the terms to be developed 
would be applicable only to doubly symmetric beam sections, and that use of 
a structural model of a beam would disclose such limitations. It is not 
intended to treat this subject extensively; one example will be chosen as an 
illustration. 
It is familiar knowledge that a beam may have a cetltroidal axis different from 
a "shear centerw axis. The doubly slmlmetrical beam avoids this by having a 
center of sjmrnetry applicable fcr just about every imaginable pro2erty. 
Consider a beam with three chords at the apexes of a triangle, subject only 
to pure moment. Since a beam with three chords 
i s  statically determinate, the chord loads are 
independent of their areas. Thus, it becomes evident that the zeros in 
Eqllations 27 and 28 relating AM to a ,  will be preserved only i f  by 
r 
accident the centroid and a "differential stiffnessf1 center, purel) dependent 
on t h ~  cwometry of the positiorls of the chords, coincide. The 'lcentroid" of 
the beam and the "centroid" of the triangle coincide i f  t?le chord a r eas  a r e  
equal, but the "differential stiffness" center is not at the centroid,, i t  i s  a t  
the center of the circumscribed circle , as  may be proved a s  follows. 
If the bending moment vector is perpendicular tc .: one df the sides of the 
triangle defined by the chords a s  apexes, then the two chords a t  the ends of 
that side wil! have equal and opposite loads and the third chord will be 
unloaded. 
The ad joining sketch 
shows this situation. 
Rotation about this center 
produces a resultant 
through this same center. 
(The center of a c i rcun~scr ibed circle is at  the common intersection of +he 
perpendicular bisectors of a l l  three sides. ) The ceritroid arid center of 
circurnscribed circle coincide only in an equilateral triangle. 
Although a beam evidentlj- must  be sj.mmetrica1 to avoid special corrections 
it  i s  not necessaq-  that s and t be the principal axes. Consider Equations 
33 and 34. 
This is a dot product of two vectors,  t:le resuitant moment and the resultant 
displacement (B v i A), and is independent of reference ,oordinates. 
- - 
6 .  
M' 
Colineal Beam Super Elements 
A colineal saper  element can, when needed, be broken down 
into ;i string of segments, each one a beam a s  described in Section 5. The 
differential stiffness is then assembled from all  these segments. It is 
important t.o note that here must be a full set  of torsion elements to 
accommodate AM , even though there may be no torsion in the applied 
r 
loading. 
7. Coplanar Beam Super Elements 
It is important to notice that the bending moment vector direction at any 
grid point is uniquely determined by the position of that and the two adjoin- 
ing grid points. 
The development which follows is based on the premise that the curvature 
induced by loading is small compared with initial curvature of the beam. 
(The fact that this makes the development unsuitable for slightly curved beams 
can be gotten around simply by using individual beam segments. ) For the 
beams sufficiently curved (or polygonal) to satisfy these premises, the 
differential stiffness can be obtained by assuming that when the plane defined 
P 
by three consecutive grid points rotates the shears arid moment rotate with it. 
Only in-plane bending contributes to differential stiffness. This development 
preserves an important characteristic of coplanar beams: There are no 
moment equations at  interior grid points, either in the super element or in 
its differential stiffness matrix. 
I 
r .  and F., arc unit vectors. 
1 4 
positive values as shown if T = y* 
Positive values apposite if = -z* 
Only force and displacement components (F and u) parallel to ii are  
considered. 
where K will now be derived. 
s 
W e  can treat  the forces on grid point A as typical. In considering 
out of plane displacements it i s  convenient to consider F as a vector A 
between A and the auxiliary point P as shown below. 
The normal forces a t  A in terms of normal (lisplacements a t  A, I3 and C 
a r e  given below. 
This !.an be improved. Noting that 
IFl x 31 
a L1 tan # -- - 
rl ' *2 
and 
c'  = L~ sin 4 = IFl x F21, 
the normal forces a t  A a r e  a s  foilows. 
Forces at C a r e  obtained in a similar manner. 
Forces at B a r e  given b j ~  
These terms 111ay be rearranged to give, for K in Equation 3 7 ,  
S 




D. NON GRAVITY LOADS 
External loads which remain attached to a grid point and do not rotate nor 
vary in .magnitude produce no incremental loads. When no other kinds of / 
loads act, the differential stiffness matrix is obtained entirely by the formulas 
in Section C. 
Effects of other types of loads produce additional terms (see Equation 2) 
which in  some cases can be evaluated a s  K bc' 'bc will generally be an 
unsymmetrical matrix. Two illustrative cases a r e  presented. 
1. Tangential Load 
This is typical of rocket thrust. 
2. Normal Load 
(Illustrated by a regular network) 
This contributes, for example, fifty percent of the driving force for the first 
buckling mode of a ring loaded b j  external pressure .o 
111. PROGRAMAFOR THE EIGHTH QUARTER 
The following effort is scheduled for the eighth quarter. 
1. Final checkout of the NASTRAN system can the IBM S/360 model 50 
at  Ames Research Center, 
2. Conversion of NASTRAN to the UPJIVAC 1108,, 
3. Completion of the Statics Training Manuals and Demonstration 
Problems. 
4. Teaching of the Statics Course at GSFC durin,g May. 
5. Initiate implementation of Bell Aerosystems ax;,.- symmetric 
elements. 
6. Continuation of dynamics module checkout including final checkout 
of complex eigenvalue extraction routine. 
